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Royal K9 Kennel, LLC

http://www.royalk9kennel.com/

Our puppies are born in our home, in a busy and active room, to help acclimate them to everyday sites, sounds

and smells.

ROur puppies are born in our home, in a busy and active room, to help acclimate them to everyday sites, sounds and smells.  Whelping boxes are kept very clean and

puppies are handled daily! Once the puppies are whelped, the for sale page is updated with DOB, availability, and usually a group photo. We will update photos at

3wks of age and again at 6wks of age. We do our best to update more often, but this is not guaranteed due to busy schedules and taking care of our fur babies!

Visistors are very welcome, but puppies may only be viewed after 7 weeks as this is when they receive their first puppy vaccination. We ask that you please respect

this time frame as we do our best to safe guard our puppies from outside disease and parasites!  At around 4 weeks of age when the puppies start to crawl out of the

whelping box, they are moved to the indoor/outdoor puppy runs. They are are still nursed by their mother, but begin the weaning stage and do not spend much time

with her. We introduce them to multiple surfaces, such as pavement, grass, tarps, wood as well as slick surfaces like linoleum. They leave our kennel bold and

confident and we attribute it to the upbringing we provide them! HEALTH GUARANTEE We devote our everything to our dogs, and our puppies are given the

utmost of care. We worm our puppies at 2-4-6 of age. Puppies also receive their first distemper/parvo vaccine, as well as a Vet inspection.  Each puppy leaves our

kennel no sooner than 8 weeks old, and comes with a 2 year health guarantee. The pups are guaranteed healthy when they leave Royal K9 Kennel with a 72 hr return

policy for any reason. We provide a 2 year health guarantee against any congenital or hereditary DISABLING disease. All content of this listing belongs to the

Owner in this Listing! Copyright © All Rights Reserved.
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